Ruby master - Bug #13759
SEGV in StringScanner
07/20/2017 04:08 PM - Eregon (Benoit Daloze)

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: 
Target version:ruby -v:
  ruby 2.5.0dev (2017-06-29 trunk 59202)
  [x86_64-linux]
Backport: 2.2: REQUIRED, 2.3: DONE, 2.4: DONE

Description
ruby -rstrscan -e 's=StringScanner.new("a"); s.getbyte; s[:c]'

Associated revisions
Revision 90311f37 - 07/21/2017 01:30 PM - nobu (Nobuyoshi Nakada)
strscan.c: fix segfault in aref
  * ext/strscan/strscan.c (strscan_aref): fix segfault after get_byte or getch which do not apply regexp. [ruby-core:82116] [Bug #13759]
git-svn-id: svn+ssh://ci.ruby-lang.org/ruby/trunk@59384 b2dd03c8-39d4-4d8f-98ff-823fe69b080e

Revision 59384 - 07/21/2017 01:30 PM - nobu (Nobuyoshi Nakada)
strscan.c: fix segfault in aref
  * ext/strscan/strscan.c (strscan_aref): fix segfault after get_byte or getch which do not apply regexp. [ruby-core:82116] [Bug #13759]

Revision 59384 - 07/21/2017 01:30 PM - nobu (Nobuyoshi Nakada)
strscan.c: fix segfault in aref
  * ext/strscan/strscan.c (strscan_aref): fix segfault after get_byte or getch which do not apply regexp. [ruby-core:82116] [Bug #13759]

Revision 59384 - 07/21/2017 01:30 PM - nobu (Nobuyoshi Nakada)
strscan.c: fix segfault in aref
  * ext/strscan/strscan.c (strscan_aref): fix segfault after get_byte or getch which do not apply regexp. [ruby-core:82116] [Bug #13759]

Revision 2badceae - 08/04/2017 03:55 PM - nagachika (Tomoyuki Chikanaga)
merge revision(s) 59384: [Backport #13759]
strscan.c: fix segfault in aref
  * ext/strscan/strscan.c (strscan_aref): fix segfault after get_byte or getch which do not apply regexp. [ruby-core:82116] [Bug #13759]
git-svn-id: svn+ssh://ci.ruby-lang.org/ruby/branches/ruby_2_4@59506 b2dd03c8-39d4-4d8f-98ff-823fe69b080e

Revision 59506 - 08/04/2017 03:55 PM - nagachika (Tomoyuki Chikanaga)
merge revision(s) 59384: [Backport #13759]
strscan.c: fix segfault in aref
  * ext/strscan/strscan.c (strscan_aref): fix segfault after get_byte or getch which do not apply regexp. [ruby-core:82116] [Bug #13759]

Revision 6b330d8f - 08/09/2017 10:30 AM - usa (Usaku NAKAMURA)
merge revision(s) 59384: [Backport #13759]
strscan.c: fix segfault in aref
* ext/strscan/strscan.c (strscan_aref): fix segfault after get_byte or getch which do not apply regexp. 
[ruby-core:82116] [Bug #13759]

Revision 59545 - 08/09/2017 10:30 AM - usa (Usaku NAKAMURA)
merge revision(s) 59384: [Backport #13759]

strscan.c: fix segfault in aref

History
#1 - 07/21/2017 01:30 PM - nobu (Nobuyoshi Nakada)
- Status changed from Open to Closed

Applied in changeset trunk|r59384.

#2 - 07/21/2017 01:41 PM - nobu (Nobuyoshi Nakada)
- Backport changed from 2.2: UNKNOWN, 2.3: UNKNOWN, 2.4: UNKNOWN to 2.2: REQUIRED, 2.3: REQUIRED, 2.4: REQUIRED

A bug since 2.1.

#3 - 08/04/2017 03:55 PM - nagachika (Tomoyuki Chikanaga)
- Backport changed from 2.2: REQUIRED, 2.3: REQUIRED, 2.4: REQUIRED to 2.2: REQUIRED, 2.3: REQUIRED, 2.4: DONE

ruby_2_4 r59506 merged revision(s) 59384.

#4 - 08/09/2017 10:31 AM - usa (Usaku NAKAMURA)
- Backport changed from 2.2: REQUIRED, 2.3: REQUIRED, 2.4: DONE to 2.2: REQUIRED, 2.3: DONE, 2.4: DONE

ruby_2_3 r59545 merged revision(s) 59384.